Instead of revitalizing the nuclear weapons complex and building new bomb plants, the U.S. should fully comply with the Non-Proliferation Treaty and honor our disarmament obligations. I oppose the Dept. of Energy’s “Complex Transformation” plan, known as the “Bombplex”.

- Reject “Complex Transformation”
- Stop nuclear pollution and weapons
- Enhance our collective global security
- Support nonproliferation & disarmament

We need a new nuclear policy, not new nuclear bombs.

Sincerely,

Address:  
City/State:  

My personal note:

TO:  
Sen. Boxer  
112 Hart Building  
Washington, D.C.  
20510

TO:  
Sen. Feinstein  
331 Hart Building  
Washington, D.C.  
20510

TO:  
Rep. Tauscher  
2459 Rayburn Bldg.  
Washington, D.C.  
20515

TO:  
U.S. Dept. of Energy  
Ted Wyka, NA-101  
Complex Transformation Comment  
1000 Independence Ave SW  
Washington, D.C.  
20585
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